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Abstract. In this paper we propose to organize information in video surveillance systems by 

grouping the video tracks, which contain identical faces. Aggregation of the features of 

individual frames extracted using deep convolutional neural networks are used in order to 

obtain a descriptor of video track. The tracks with identical faces are grouped using the known 

face verification algorithms and clustering methods. We experimentally compare frame 

aggregation methods using the YouTubeFaces dataset and contemporary neural networks 

(VGGFace, VGGFace2, LightenedCNN). It is shown that the most accurate video-based face 

verification is achieved with the L2-normalization of average unnormalized features of 
individual frames of each video track. Finally, we demonstrate that the best video grouping is 

obtained by sequential and rank-order clustering methods. 

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the automatic organization of visual information is attracting increasing attention due to

the growth of the multimedia data volume. The multimedia data organization systems are required not

only for a particular user who has an archive of photographs, but also for the field of public security,
where video surveillance technologies are used [1, 2]. The limited functionality and the fact that the

operator is physically unable to monitor the situation in real time with growth of the number of video

cameras indicate the need to improve procedures and techniques, to increase the requirements for the
training of operators. One approach is the use of intelligent video analytics systems to automatically

process video streams.

Dramatic increase of size of collected media data leads to necessity of their grouping [3]. Existing 
solutions, e.g. Google Photos or Apple iPhoto, are designed to search, organize and display images of 

the person. However, they were not developed to process in real-time such large amount of data from 

video surveillance systems [4]. For example, they collect thousands of images (frames) every second 

[5, 6, 7]. Consequently, there is a challenge of ordering the visitors, whose faces were observed by a 
surveillance system [8]. 

Nowadays, the state-of-the-art results in image processing, object detection or feature extraction are 

obtained with deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [9, 10]. In this paper we use the clustering 
techniques in order to achieve automated organizing of video data where only one person is shown. As 

the quality of clustering mainly depends on the correctness of measuring the closeness of examined 

objects, in this paper we primarily focus on choosing the most appropriate representation of videos by 

aggregation of features obtained from each frame of video track. 
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The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the frame aggregation techniques. In 
Section 3, we present the proposed approach of video data organizing and our software prototype . In 

Section 4, the experimental results for the YouTubeFaces (YTF) dataset [9] are presented. In Section 

5, the concluding comments and future plans are given. 

2. Video frame aggregation techniques  

The task of paper is to divide the input video sequence of T>1 frames into M < T subsequent tracks 

{X(m)}, m = 1,2,...,M contained face images of one person and cluster similar tracks. Each m-th track 
is characterized by the indices of its start t1(m) and end frame t2(m). We denote the number of frames 

in the m-th track as ∆t(m)= t2(m)- t1(m)+1. 

In order to group tracks contained images of one person clustering methods were used [11, 12]. To 

utilize them it is necessary to extract face features in each frame [13, 14], aggregate features of 
separate frame in descriptor for whole track [15] and then compare these descriptors. The output of the 

CNN’s last (bottleneck) layer of the facial image in the t-th frame is stored in the D-dimensional 

feature vector x(t). These features are usually matched with the Euclidean (L2) metric ρ(x(t1), x(t2)) 
[16]. However, when the video sequences are grouped, it is required to compute the distance ρ(X(m1), 

X(m1)) between tracks (subsequences of frames) X(m1) and X(m2). The most obvious way to define this 

distance is the computation of the mean pairwise distances between all frames: 
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However, the run-time complexity is rather high due to the pair-wise matching of all frames in 

these tracks causing the computation of ∆t(m1)∆t(m2) distances between high-dimensional features. 

Therefore, we used the following methods to match single representations of the whole tracks. 
1. The distance between their medoids: 
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2. Average features vectors of each track are matched: 
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3. Comparison of the median features x’(mi) of each track: 

   .)(),()(),( 2121 mmmXmX xx                                  (4) 

4. Learnable pooling of video features of the m-th track using the neural aggregation network [17], 

which includes special attention blocks to process features of all frames. The goal of this block 
is to learn the D-dimensional vector q, which is used to assign each t-th frame with its weight 

a(t) using the softmax function: 
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The final representation of the m-th track is computed as the weighted average of all frames with 

weights (5): 
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In order to improve the quality of such learnable pooling it is significant to use two sequential 
attention blocks [17]. Let q

(0)
 be the first block weights and r

(0)  
be the first aggregating features using 

q
(0)

 weights (5), (6). The weights in the sequential block are computed as follows: 
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)tanh( )0()1( bW  rq ,              (7) 

where 𝑊 and 𝑏 are the learnable weight matrix and bias vector of the neurons respectively. The 

feature vector r
(1)

 generated by q
(1)

 using (6) will be the final descriptor of the m-th frame.  

In order to make the video features more resistant to the conditions of observation (camera 

resolution, illumination, etc.) usually normalization in the Euclidean metric is applied [10]. Usually, 
the preliminary normalization of the features of each frame is performed. However, in this paper we 

also analyze the normalization of aggregated video features [18]. 

3. Proposed video data organizing system 
We implemented a special software prototype using PyCharm from JetBrains (Python 3.6 language), 

OpenCV [19], Caffe and TensorFlow libraries. The data flow in our system is presented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Dataflow of data organization in video surveillance systems. 

 

At first, the faces are detected in each frame with the TensorFlow Models [20]. This repository 

contains different preliminary trained models of neural networks and provides interface for object 
detection (TensorFlow Object Detection API). In particular, faces are detected with the MobileNet 

SSD trained on the WiderFace dataset [21]. Further tracking of highlighted faces is processed but face 

detection is repeated periodically in order to: 1) precise tracking results; 2) obtain new faces and 3) 

mark disappeared faces. After that we extract features using particular CNN and normalize the features 
vector. Then consecutive frames of one person are united into one track (homogeneous segment). On 

the final step (Fig.1) subsequent clustering is processed: features vector of the last track is matched 

with the features of previously detected clusters. If the distance to the nearest cluster does not exceed a 
certain threshold, this track is added to the cluster and the information about the last is updated. The 

resulted set of selected clusters of homogeneous tracks is saved into NoSQL database Cassandra.  

The architecture of the proposed software is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2. The architecture of the proposed software. 

Using the cross-platform Qt framework for software development a graphical user interface was 

created (Fig. 3). 
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(a)                                                                   (b) 

 
(c)                                                                   (d) 

Figure 3. Results of working system (a – the main window, b – loading video processing and 

results, c – export data to file, d – real video processing and results). 

4. Experimental results 
In this section we describe the experimental results of our pipeline (Fig. 1). To extract features we 

used the Caffe framework [9] and three publicly available CNNs suitable for face recognition, namely, 
the VggNet [22], Lightened CNN (version C) [10], VggFace2 [23]. The VggNet extracts D = 4096 

features vector in the output of “fc7" layer from 224x224 RGB images. The Lightened CNN extracts 

D = 256 features vector (“eltwise fc2" layer) is computed from 128x128 grayscale image. The 
VggFace2 is the ResNet50 model, which extracts D = 2048 features vector from “pool5_7x7_s1”. 

Their advantages are high velocity of image processing and high accuracy of detection. 

In this paper we analysed two types of distance between frames[24, 25]: traditional L2 (Euclidiean) 

metric and the Student criterion (t-test): 
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Here we used the YTF dataset [26], which contains 3,425 videos of 1,595 different people. The 
shortest track duration is 48 frames, the longest track contains 6,070 frames, and the average length of 

a video clip is 181.3. We have calculated following indexes: AUC (Area under curve) and FRR (False 

Reject Rate) for fixed FAR (False Accept Rate) = 1%. Weights in attention modules (5)-(7) were 

trained on 1895 videos of 500 subjects from the IJB-A dataset. 
The AUC (area under curve) and the false reject rate (FRR) for 1% false accept rate (FAR) for 

Lightened CNN, VggNet and VggFace2 features are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3, 

respectively. Average face detection time for one frame is 60 ms at MacBook Pro laptop.  
According to these tables, one can clearly see that the proper normalization plays a significant role. 

The most efficient algorithm is computation of average vector of normalized features. AUC of average 

vector search is more by 10-12% than AUC of medoid (2) comparison and by 14-16% than AUC of 
aggregation module (5)-(7) training. 
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Table 1. Video-based face verification results, Lightened CNN. 

Measure Distance between tracks AUC (%) FRR@FAR=1% 

Distance (1) L2 90.7±0.6 77.0±8.4 

L2-norm->Distance (1) L2 98.2±0.4 14.1±3.6 

Medoids (2) 
L2 89.7±0.6 80.6±6.4 

t-test (8) 84.7±0.7 72.9±7.8 

L2-norm (2) medoids 
L2 97.2±0.6 19.1±4.3 

t-test (8) 88.8±0.6 54.1±5.9 

Attributes averaging(3) 
L2 91.3±1.3 71.8±10.0 

t-test (8) 91.8±1.4 72.3±11.5 

L2-norm attributes averaging (3) 
L2 97.7±0.5 21.4±6.4 

t-test (8) 96.8±0.5 37.2±7.6 

L2-norm of average attributes vector (3) 
L2 98.3±0.7 12.4±3.1 

t-test (8) 97.6±0.5 12.5±3.1 

L2-norm of median (4) 
L2 96.7±0.6 22.3±7.2 

t-test (8) 94.4±0.5 37.0±7.5 

Attention module (5)-(7) 
L2 87.6±0.9 65.3±6.5 

t-test (8) 89.3±1.2 64.8±7.0 

L2-norm of attention module (5)-(7) 
L2 90.2±0.7 66.7±5.4 

t-test (8) 90.4±0.8 54.5±9.3 

Table 2. Video-based face verification results, VggNet. 

Measure Distance between tracks AUC (%) FRR@FAR=1% 

Distance (1) L2 83.3±0.8 85.8±9.0 

L2-norm->Distance (1) L2 97.9±0.6 23.2±6.3 

Medoids (2) 
L2 85.7±1.8 86.0±8.4 

t-test (8) 80.8±1.2 83.9±7.7 

L2-norm (2) medoids 
L2 93.5±1.1 25.4±6.2 

t-test (8) 85.2±0.7 69.9±7.9 

Attributes averaging(3) 
L2 89.1±0.9 79.7±7.8 

t-test (8) 87.4±1.2 81.2±5.8 

L2-norm attributes averaging (3) 
L2 97.2±0.6 54.4±6.3 

t-test (8) 96.3±0.7 76.9±6.8 

L2-norm of average attributes vector (3) 
L2 98.1±1.0 19.4±5.9 

t-test (8) 97.7±0.6 25.3±7.8 

L2-norm of median (4) 
L2 96.2±0.7 32.4±6.5 

t-test (8) 94.8±0.7 41.1±7.3 

Attention module (5)-(7) 
L2 87.8±0.4 54.3±5.8 

t-test (8) 89.7±0.8 52.7±6.0 

L2-norm of attention module (5)-(7) 
L2 90.1±0.7 46.9±5.9 

t-test (8) 90.0±0.6 44.5±6.4 

Table 3. Video-based face verification results, VggFace2. 

Measure Distance between tracks AUC (%) FRR@FAR=1% 

Distance (1) L2 98.5±0.5 94.4±3.3 

L2-norm->Distance (1) L2 99.0±0.6 94.4±3.2 

Medoids (2) 
L2 96.0±0.4 94.9±4.5 

t-test (8) 87.7±0.6 94.6±3.5 

L2-norm (2) medoids 
L2 98.4±0.7 94.9±3.6 

t-test (8) 86.2±0.7 94.6±4.1 

Attributes averaging(3) 
L2 98.8±0.6 93.0±4.4 

t-test (8) 98.0±0.5 93.1±3.8 

L2-norm attributes averaging (3) 
L2 99.1±0.6 92.1±4.0 

t-test (8) 95.8±0.8 92.3±5.5 

L2-norm of average attributes vector (3) L2 98.5±0.5 92.9±6.3 
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t-test (8) 94.0±0.6 93.1±4.8 

L2-norm of median (4) 
L2 94.9±0.7 94.6±5.6 

t-test (8) 98.5±0.4 94.7±3.0 

Attention module (5)-(7) 
L2 88.4±0.6 95.7±3.4 

t-test (8) 89.9±0.8 92.6±6.2 

L2-norm of attention module (5)-(7) 
L2 91.7±0.7 93.4±4.5 

t-test (8) 92.2±0.7 94.4±4.5 

 

Also we implemented sequential clustering where threshold for resulting clusters is set by fixing 

the FAR value. In addition, we examined the clustering algorithm [27] from the DominantSet library 
[28] and the Rank-Order hierarchical clustering [29]. The results are presented in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Clustering results. 

 

Lightened CNN VggNet VggFace2 

Total 

quantity of 

clusters 

Quantity of 

incorrect 

clusters 

Total quantity 

of clusters 

Quantity of 

incorrect 

clusters 

Total 

quantity of 

clusters 

Quantity 

of 

incorrect 

clusters 

Sequential 

clustering, 

FAR=1% 

2492 35 2634 44 2102 23 

Sequential 

clustering, 

FAR=10% 

2147 162 2195 171 1956 121 

DominantSet 1836 180 1902 225 1801 177 

Rank-Order 2105 36 2213 42 2007 31 

 
Total quantity of clusters is bigger than quantity of different people from YTF dataset (1,595) 

because different videos with one person could be mentioned in different clusters. Moreover, average 

processing time of YTF tracks for hierarchical algorithm is 8 minutes, while algorithm DominantSet 

utilized for video tracks grouping consumed more than 20 minutes. The most effective results were 
demonstrated by Rank-Order clustering algorithm. As usual, the most accurate results are obtained for 

the VggFace2 facial features. 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper we solved the problem of video subsequences clustering for video surveillance systems. 

In particular, we focused on calculating the degree of proximity of video tracks using the aggregation 

of features vectors extracted by deep CNNs. Experimental study demonstrated that the features vectors 

averaging of all frames and subsequent normalization lead to the highest accuracy of video face 
verification. In the future work we plan to analyze other clustering algorithms deeper in order to 

achieve low calculation complexity and high accuracy of data processing. 
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